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Understanding gas behaviour is fundamental to theory and practice OF both funu~ation and 
controlled atmosphere (CA) techniques. The actual gaseous concentration to which pests are 
exposed determines the outcome of the treatment This is affected by processes on three 
length scales, all of which Interacr to give the observed concentration dtstrihution. On the 
molecular level, sorption/desorption and diffusional effects predominate; on the scale of the 
stored grains, forced or natural dispersion is imponant: and on the scale of the store itrelf, gas 
interchange with the environment is the main influence. This paper reviews progress towards 
a sound qualitative and quantitative appreciation of the fate of gases (CO,, methyl brornicle, 
nitrogen, oxygen, phosphine) applied to stored grain. Some of the sorptio~/desorption effects 
have been quantified recently, but new, unexpected observations relating to fumlgant res~dues 
show that more work is required before an acceptable mathematical model for thrs can be 
elaborated. Larger scale phenomena are bener understood qualitatively, although Full-scale 
data for testing of theoretically based models are scarce. Examples are given of neglected and 
recently noted aspects of behaviour of gases in grain storages relevant to pest control by CA 
and firmigation, including evolution of methyl chloride during methyl bromide treatments and 
rapid sorption of phusph~ne by paddy rice 

A proper appreciation of the techniques of con- 
trolled atmospheres (CAI and fumigation must 
b e  based o n  an understanding of the behaviour 
of gases: how gases disperse in stores and inter- 
act with the commodity or pests. The objective 
is to be able to describe the variation in con- 
centration over time ~f the active agent or  
agents at any point within the treatment enclo- 
sure, since the concentration-time regimen 
experienced by pests determines the success or 
failure of che trefitment. Even in regions free of 
pests, it is necessary to know the concentration 
and its variation, as this affects production of 
residues, and gain o r  loss into regions that are 
infested or  must otherwise be protected. 

The problem of describing gas behaviour is 
complex. Relevant include sorp- 
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tionldesorption, diffusion, natural convection 
and,  often, forced distribution. These phenom- 
ena,  in turn, are intluenced by factors such the 
grain condition, type, history, grade, tempera- 
ture, moisture content, -ctc., how the grain is 
stored (e.g. bag stack or  bulk), shape of store, 
and external inputs such 3s gas cluantities 
added, use of fans and environmental effects on 
the enclosure. Furthermore, there are interac- 
tions between the various phenomena. For 
instance, solar heating of an enclosure heats 
part of the stored commodity and alters internal 
convection currents, borh of which will affect 
the rate and magnitude of sorption. Neverlhe- 
less, without knowledge of the details of the 
gas-related processes involved in fumigation 
and CA, treatments can at best he carried out 
oniy by recipe.' They cannot be predictably 
optirnised for netv situations or  changed regula- 
tions; treatment failures often cannot be 
explained and appropriate remedial action 



taken; particular insrructions cannot be justified; Table 1. Length-scales 
and research and development of new tech- -- 
niques cannot be r:ttionally planned o r  carried Names irsecl Typical Typical 
o t ~ t .  dimension phenomenrc 

This paper reviews current knowledge on  the (m) 

hehavion; of gases relevant to CA an; fumiga- 
tion. Only processes involving cereal grain MO'ecu'ar 10-'~-10-~ Diffusion, chemical 
within an enclosure are considered. ~ e i a t e d  
phenomena exterior to the enclosure - such as 
the fate of vented fumigant in the environment 
- rue not considered. ?'he processes described, Grain 

in principle, operate with any stored commod- scc;'le 

icy, though parameter v ~ l u e s  may change. A 
general outline of phenomena and leading ref- 
erences are given, rather than detail and a com- 
prehensive review. Mathematicnl approaches to StOclge 

the description of gas hehaviour in funl~gation scille 

ancl CA will be referred to without mathemati- 
ca1 detail. blany persons find mathematical 

reaction, physical 
sorption 

10-3-1 Convection, hot~n- 
d a q  layer problems, 
IOCJ! ~Fftfcts of 
inhomogenei ties 

1&100 Bulk r ~ i r  movernenr. 
emlironment:tl 
effects 

modelling abstruse ancl of no ohvioils utiliv- the of fumiganr or CA composi- 
However, it S ~ O U I C I  be noted that it does pro- tion experienced by Large1 pests. and how rap- 
vide a means of in t e~n t ing  knowledge into a idly gases are dissipared after a trearment. 
formal framen-ork and, inevitabIv, will affect 
thinking on  fumigation and CA. ~uccesses  ancl 
failures in mc)delEing serve tr) measure how 
close or far am-av we are to understanding real 
processes. 

The descriptive system used in this paper is 
based on consideration of phenomena occur- 
ring on different 'length scales', usually in isola- 
tion. Various phenomena are influenced by 
different scales. Three scales are used, summar- 
ised in Table 1. These are: the 'molecular' scale, 
where chemical interactions and the movement 
of individual molecules are important; the 
'grain' scaie, where the arrangement of individ- 
ual grains ancl local inhomogeneities are impor- 
tant; and r11e 'store' scale, where large-scale 
effects such as wind and fan-forcecl ventilation 
predorn~nate. This view of gas hehaviour is sim- 
ilar to that on  which the mathematical model- 
ling must be based. Ic shoulcl thus provide a 
common basis on  which practitioners of CA 
and  fumigations, and tfleoreticlans, can talk. 

Molecular Scale Phenomena 

Phenomena of particular tnterest to fumiga- 
tion and CA on the molecular length scale 
involve gas diffusion and film permeation, sorp- 
tion,/desorption effects and chemical reaction. 
All of these directly influence important varia- 
bles such as the residues fomied by treatments, 

Diffusion 

The phenomenon of diffusion controls the 
travel of individual gas molecules over short 
distances. typically less than about 1 mm. The 
rate at which the gas disperses by diffusion 
depends on temperature and the environment, 
usually described in terms of the concentration 
gmdient of the gas and a temperarclre- 
dependent diffusion coefficient, D. The magni- 
tude of D has a major influence o n  fum1g3tlan 
and CA. I t  determines the rate at which gases 
travel into and within grains land insects) and 
thus the rare at which fumigant molecules are 
taken out of the free gas phase. either tempo- 
rarily, through reversible sorption, or  perma- 
nently, by irreversible chemical reaction. giving 
alteration products or fixed resiclues of some 
kind. Removal from the free gas phase reduces 
the gas concentration available ro act on pests. 
Note, however, that the mrignirude of D does 
not directly determine the magnitude of a pro- 
cess such as sorption, only the rate of approach 
to completion. The desorption of CO, from 
grains (Fig. I )  is an example o f  a diffusion- 
controlled system. 

In fumigation and CA. four principal v;~lues of 
n for a given gas are important: that in air; the 
effective value in grain in a grain mass; the 
apparent value within a grain; and the value for 
permeation through plastic film. Table 2 gives 
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Flg. 1. Desorption of CO, from brown (01 and 
milled (0) rice (data OF Mitsr~da et a!. 1973). Faint 
curves show fitted trend based on diffusion kinetics. 

some values of D for the first three of these. 
The effective rate through hulk grain appears to 
be about one-third that in free air. It should be 
noted that the values of D given for travel 
within a single grain are derived from curve- 
fitting resulti of Fumigations under controlled 
conditions. Because of the simplificarions 
assumed in this analvsis, the values obtained 
are approximate only. Nevertheless, they are 
the best estimates available until experiments 
conducted specifically to measure D are carried 
out. The effect of temperature on  D for unre- 
stricted gases is predictable theoretically. The 
variation with temperature for diffusion within 
a single grain has not been determined for any 
cereal but is known for phosphine into hazel- 
nuts (Noack et al. 1984). 

Permeation through films is of topical interest 
with the development of film packaging on 
both a small (ca 1 kg retail packs) and large 

(ca 100 t bag stacks) scale as a means of pro- 
tecting grain. The concentration of gases within 
the pack or enclosure is dependent on diffusion 
across the film and thus on the diffusion coeffi- 
cient, in this situation referred to as the permea- 
trorl coefficient or  constant. A large number of 
films are available with a wide range or perme- 
abilities to atmospheric gases. The permeation 
coefficients for fumigants are known for only a 
few films (Williams et al. 1980; Phillips and 
Nelson 19571, but those for atmospheric gases 
have been determined for a wide variety of 
membranes (Bider and Smeeting 1971). These 
coefficients vary somewhat with both humidity 
and temperature but this variation is seldom 
described. It is small compared with the differ- 
ences between films and the effect of thickness. 

Grains appear to be solid particles. However, 
they are actually microporous, having small 
channeLs or pores running though them. The 
diameter of these pores has been estimated for 
wheat (10-*-lo-' m (Stawinski and Szot 1976)) 
and rice (half volume being less than 3.5 x 
m (Mitsuda ancl Yamamoto 1980)). The effec- 
tive diffusion coefficient for travel within a 
grnin is a combination of diffusion through 
those pores and presumably from permeation 
through liquid and solid comporlents and from 
physical sorption. The size of these pores is rel- 
evant ro fumigation. It may restrict entry of 
large molecules. For instance, sulphur hexafluo- 
ride is almost completely unsorbed (Fig. 2) sug- 
gesting that it cannot penetnte Into the 
capillary space important for sorpcion of small 
fi~rnigant molecules and atmospheric gases. 
Fumigants with boiling points at or above ambi- 
ent temperatures, e.g. hydrogen cyanide, may 
liquefy within the pores ('capillary condensa- 
tion') resulting in high losses through sorption. 
Overall, the effect of the  microp porous nature of 

Table 2. Diffusion coefficients (m2/s) for funtigants in grain in fumigation has largely been ignored, 
grain and air (25OC) 

t ~ u t  deserves detailed research attention. 

Medium McBr CQ2 
Sorption, Reaction, and Residues - 

in ai? 1.7 x 10-i 0.94 x lo-' 1.5 x 
in bulk p i n b  5.3 x - 4.7 x 10' The rate of uptake and release o f  gas into 
within milled 5.9 x lo-" - 2.2 x grain may be limited e i~her  by difhsion or by 
jnponicci riceC the rate of reaction with grain constituents. 

Thus, the loss of methyl bromide and phos- 
a Calculated froni data in Wcast (1<)86) and Barker (1974) 
using Graham's Law and assummp 1) proportional to ahso- phine from the gas phase of a closed system 
lute temperature. containing grain is typically very rapid, initially 
from Rarker 11974) and Singh et at. (i984) with adjustment corresponding to. diffusion-dependent uptake 

for temperanlre. Values wit1 include some contribution From and declining to a'rsemi)ogarithmic decay after a 
sorption phenomena 

from data in Banks (19861, assuming rice to be of spherical few hours . F i g  2 and 3) when ;eaction 
grains, diameter 1.8 mm. predominates. 
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Fig. 2. Uptake of sulphur hexafluoride on whole wheat (a) and methyl bromide 
t 3 1  with concurrent reIease of merhvl chloride m) hv ground wheat. 25°C. 6n"h 
relative humidity (H.J. Banks and J.A. Garman, unpublished data). 

h la-' 20 40 60 80 

Time (h) 

Fig. 3. Phosphine upuke by paddy (*), brown (El, and milled ((3) dce. Initial 
dosaye 3 g/m3, 25'C, 6@?4 relative humidity with 70 g rice in 100 mL vessel (H.J. 
Banks and J.A. Gorman, unpublished data). 



The magnitude OF uptake of gas is determined 
by the type of grain, its condition, and the rela- 
tive quantities of gas to grain. It is described by 
a mathematical expression, a 'sorption iso- 
therm', relating the concentration in the gas 
phase to that in the solid. These are equivalent 
to the more familiar water sorption isotherms. 
Apparent sorption isotherms are available for 
methyl bromide and phosphine (see Banks 
1986). In neither case are they truly sorption iso- 
therms. Some of the material is taken up irrwer- 
sibly and cannot be counted as unchanged, yet 
no allowance has been made for this. A c n ~ d e  
isotherm has been given for C 0 2  on rice (Mitsu- 
da et al. 19731, but isotherms for oxygen or ni- 
trogen on grain are not available. 

Indeed, detailed data on uptake of oxygen 
and nitrogen into grain is generally not availa- 
ble, though it is known that some oxygen 
desorbs only slowly from grain (Bailey 1965). 
Complete desorption takes a b u t  24 hours after 
the atmosphere is changed from air to nitrogen. 
After a rapid purge of a grain mass with nitro- 
gen, if the system remains sealed, the interstitial 

oxygen concentration will rise to about 1%. 
Carbon dioxide is absorbed more extensively 
on grain, with the rate apparently diffusion con- 
trolled. Uptake is complete in about 48 hours 
on wheat (e.g. Mitsuda et a1 1973). Crude fig- 
ures are available for the quantity of CO, 
sorbed on several grains (Mitsuda et al. 19731, 
but systematic studies are lacking. Typically, 
about 10% of the applied C 0 2  is absorbed by 
grains. In all probability, the mechanism of 
sorption is largely by reversible chemical bond- 
ing to basic groups in proteins (Mitsuda et al. 
1975). 

The uptake of phosphine has in the past 
been regarded as part simple reversible physi- 
cal sorption ancl part loss by oxidation Ieading 
to innocuous residues of phosphorus oxyacids 
such as phosphate. The recent WJO review 
(Anon. 1988) discusses the fate of phosphine in 
these terms. However, some other pathways 
apparently operate too. Unchanged phosphine, 
or materials releasing unchanged phosphine on 
treatment, can be detected in grain long after 
exposure (Dumas 1980), suggesting that at least 

0.0 I 1 I I I 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 

a, (water activity) 

Fig. 4. Reaction rate constan& ( k )  for sorption of phos6hlnc on samples of 
whear obtained soon after harvest from various receivai h e s  in New South 
Wales, shown as a function of water activity (a,). Line shown corresponds to k 
= 1.41 a,,,- 0.43 (H.J. Banks and C.M. Ahem, unpublished data). 



some chemical reaction is lnvolved in uptake. 
pliosphine can also bond to protein in some 
fornl, thocigh this is :i minor part of the total 
sorbed (Tkatchu k 19-21, Phosphine also 
appears to react with several vegetable oils, 
causing them to solidify. Further research is 
needed o n  these aspects, as they are relevant 
both to unclerstanding and  quantifying of resi- 
dues procluced in phosphine treatments ancl to 
the kinetics of phosphine crptnke and,  more 
importantly, desorption. Without a satisfactory 
c~rlclerstancling of the reaction scheme, it is not 
possible to measure the f~rndamental parame- 
fers such as D and the isotherms. 

The rate of phosphlne sorption onto dry 
grains in general is similar in m a g n i t ~ ~ d e  to 
losses expected From a well-sealed enclosure 
caused by environmental Forces, i.e. 0.05-0.20 
per day (see Fig. 4). However, the sorption rate 
is much less than the loss rare from poorly 
sealed systems in which phosphine is fre- 
quently used. As a resiilt, loss rates have over- 
shadowed sorption, and recommendations for 
p hosphine use ha1.e ignorer[ its effect. Never- 
theless, allowance may have to b e  made For 
sorption in dosage scheclu les. Paddy rice, but 
nor brown or  miIlecl rice (see Fig. 3), and  high 
moisture grain, absorb phosphine very rapidly 
and,  occasionally, so too d o  apparently normal 
samples of wheat (Fig. 5) .  Sorption onto  paddy 
rice is so extensive that a n  adequate fumigation 
may not be achieved under normal dosages, 
even in a perfectly sealed system. The occa- 
siorlal occurrence of high sorption rates 
presents a clear demonstration of [he need to 
n~oniror iumiga tions. 

The sorption ancl resldue production behavi- 
our of methvl bromide has been extensively 
studied. Some progress has been made towards 
relating bromide Ion concentration, procluced 
:is residue, with constituents of grain, in the 
hope of finding some measure or reactivity 
~nclependent of grain type (see Banks 1986) 
However, most satdies o n  methyl bromide 
sorption have not been sufficiently systematic 
to allow gener3lisa tion. Kinetic studies have 
hitherto assumed that loss of methyl hromide 
from the gas phase, after rhe initial rzpid loss, 
directly reflects reaction of methyl bromide to 
g1L.e bromide residues Unfortunatel?., merhyl 
chloride is released during nlethyl bromide 
treatment o f  grain (Fig. 2 ancl Dennis et al. 
1972 ) Unless special precautions are taken. 
usual analytical methods determine methvI 

chloride erroneously ns methyl bromide. This 
leads to incorrect resiclual rnetl~vl bromide esti- 
mations and incorrect reaction rate c0nsTants. 
Consequent1 y, ptrl>lished rate constnncs (e.g. 
Scudamore and  Heuser 1970) are likely to be 
incorrect, sonletlmes substantially so, and 
require checking. The continued production of 
rnerhy l chloride from meth y l bromide-trea ted 
materials can he quite prolon~r-d,  extending 
over several days. This is clearly relevant to 
studies o n  n~etliyl bromide desorption, Field 
quantitation of metl~vl bromide concentrxtions 
and o n  practical definition of ventilation peri- 
ocis after fumrgacion (methyl chloride is much 
less toxic to humans than methyl bromide). N o  
desorption studies taking methyl chloride pro- 
d~lct lon into account are yet available. 

Table 3 gives some typical rate constants for 
reaction of phosphine and methyl bromide with 
grains. 

Table 3. T~PIC:II apparenr  first-orcier me const:lnrs 
( p e r  clay) for sorption of fumig~ncs  o n  wheat and rice 
;I[ 25°C- 6VO relative liumiclrr)., for :I fit11 system lesti- 
mdted from Rank?; 19RO, and H.J. Banks and J.A 
Gom~an ,  unpublished data1 

Wholc whe-at (3.4 0.h 
Paddy rice 0 H 0 -t 
Milled rice 0 1 0' 

Grain Scale 

The most intractable problems in gas behavi- 
our  occur over rhe grain length scale. This is 
because, at this scale, the effect of inhomogen- 
eities become most apparent. Wit 11 few excep- 
tions, models o f  gas behaviour o n  the 
molecular and store length scales treat phenom- 
ena in what are considered to be  hon~ogeneous  
units. For instance, reaction nces are taken to 
apply to the p i n ,  with d u e  allowance for tern- 
perarure and humidity, and gmin is assumed to  
he unifornlly porous throughout the store. In 
pmctice, even ~ndividual grains difler in proper- 
ties and bulk grain inclucies regions containing 
different quantities of foreign matrer, dust. 
hulls, etc., that subsrant~ally alter the properries 
of the region relative to clean grain ce.g Lai 
and Fan 1976; Lai 1978). 

These regions may well be of practical impor- 
tance as they may be more easily colonised by 



pests or affected by moulds, or even be created the purging of barley with nitrogen where rliere 
by the actlvltles of the pests and moulds them- was slow displacement of ox-gen in one reglon 
selves. There IS remarkably IittIe documentat~on where husks may have accurnulared 
on how inhomogeneous the grain in store actu- 
ally is, yet it is well known to those who store 
grain that variation within a bulk or bag stack 
can be dramatic. The presence, particularly of 
dust and matter other than whole grains, can 
cause rnajor storage problems, as demonstrated 
by the better storage obtained when grain is 
cleaned (e.8. maize in 'Cypnrs' bins (de Lima 
1980)). Clearly, if mathematical treatment of gas 
behaviour is to he useful it musr be able to iliu- 
rninate what happens in other than perfectly 
cIean grain. As yet, this has not been done (but 
see Lai 1978). 

Study of the mpay that CAs are Formed in grain 
can provide some demonstration of intermedi- 
ate-scale problems that musr be addressed. For 
instance, unexpfained, inadequate penetration 
of regions of grain under fumigation is some- 
times observed in practice, though the results 
are not usually published. 

Fig. 6 shows, however, such a problem during 

Another area of concern o n  the intermedi- 
ate scale tnvolves the formasion of 'havens', 
i.e., regions of the grain mass or enclosure 
under treatment where, because of clilution 
of the fumigant or CA rhro~~gh leakage of air 
into the region, pest control fails. Regions 
around poorly sealed valves in silo bins arc 
an  example of such havens (e.g. Eoncl et al. 
1977). Here the chimney effect may draw in 
sufficienr air to dilute the fumigant and allow 
pests to survive. Wind may dlsplace fumigant 
from critical regions, such as frorn the wrnd- 
ward comer of a bunker (Fig 7). Where 
havens form by air ingress, this problem can. 
in theory, be overcome by maintaining a 
posicive pressure differential wirh respecr to 
the enclosure across 311 leaks at all times. 
1711s can be done either by :idding suff~cient 
gas continuously, as in the  Siroflo system 
(Winks 19861, or on demand, as in some CA 
systems lTranckino et al. 1980) 

I 1 I I I I 
0 2 3 4 5 6 

Trme (days) 

F l g  5. Sorption of phosph~ne by a typical Ausrralian wheat sample (A) and an 
exceptionaIly sorptive one (0). Both samples at 25°C and 12?h moisture content 
(I-I.J. Banks, unpublished data). 



No moclels have been published to preclict 
the extent of dilution of internal pses by air 
leakage. Derailed field cl:~ta on  gas concentra- 
tion distributions close ro leaks are meagre, 
though reports of concentrarion daca fro111 
treatments often give some unusually low 
readings in particular areas. These low read- 
ings will often occur close to the boundaries 
of an enclosure, a particularly Important 
region, as invading pests are fitst likely to 
estnhl~sh there and conditions may be particu- 
larly Favourahle to pests through moisn~re 
accun~ulation and segregation of chaff and 
other matter. The region is likely to be less 
accessible to introcfuced gases because of the 
very fxctors favouring the pests. 

Store Scale 

Gas interchange occurs between the storage 
atmosphere and the outside environment, usu- 
ally typified as l e a k a ~ e ,  and chere is gas transfer 
within the store ccmrrollecl by natural convec- 
tion and forced distribution. While these phe- 
nomena are well recognised, the magnitude of 

their influence on concentrations witl~in 3 gore 
is often unknown to those p~lcricing CA nncl 
fumigation. Full-scale practic:iI ol3servations 
have been very tirnirecl. hut modelling has 
helped i1lusrr:lte their effects. These large-scale 
phenomena, leakage and convection, Interact, 
although mathematical modelling has so f;tr 
treated them separately. 

Gas Interchange with the External 
Environment 

Leakage from an enclosure uncler CA or f~11t1i- 
gation is affected by a number of f~~ctor.;, sum- 
marised in Table 4. Mathematical analyses of 
these effects and how thev ~nfluence at-er:~ge 
gas concentrations within an enclosure has 
been given by Banks and Annis (1754~1) and 
Barker (1374). The analyses indicate the rn;igni- 
rude of leakage expecrecl from each Factor in 
isolatton. However, because . distrihutiun of 
leakage points is important, and there IS 3s ver 
no  suitable method for defining this distribu- 
tion, or of treating combined effects, ~ ts  predic- 
rions are approximare only. In pourly sealed 
enclosures, winc! and the chirnney effect are 

-70 
0 1 2 3 

Time (days) 

Fig. 6. Oxygen concenr r~ t ion  history of some points close ro the wall in a bin ol  
b:irley purged wirh nitrogen, showing very slow displacement of osypen A11 
other points measr~red in this experiment pi~rged rapidly ( <  24 hours)  [o bylow 
l.Q1!O 0, ( H  J Rnnks and P.C. Annis, u n p ~ ~ h i i s h e d  clata l .  



TabIe 4. Environmental Faaors causing leakage from 
an  enclosure. In approximate order of importance for 
a poorly sealed storage (after Banks and Annis 
1984a). 

Wlnd 

Chlmnev effect 

Temperature vanatlon in the hendsp~ce 

Barometric pressure vitriatinn 

Temperat-ure variat~on in the bulk 

Pcrmeatlon (plast~c Film enclosures only) 

D~ffusion 

expected to be the main causes of gas loss, 
with temperature variation and sometimes baro- 
metric pressure effects predominating rn well- 
sealed enclosures. In the limited bub~ished 
information available (see Ranks and Annis 
1984a), this appears to have generally been 
found to be so in practice 

Internal Distribution 

The internal distribution of gases in a enclo- 
sure is largely determined by natural convection 
currents, unless some form of forced distribu- 
[Ian is used. Diffis~on can play only a minor 
role except over short distances (< 1 rn) These 
convection currents result from ditTerences in 
gas density at different points caused either by 
temperature or composition. For circulac~on to 
occur, the less-dense gas must be directly or 
~ndirectly below the more dense. IF this IS not 
so, the system is stable and no convection 

results The surface-application technique lor 
phosphine fumigation relies on convecrion to 
distribute the gas. Phosphinc concentrations 
become even throughout the grain ancl head- 
space within large, well-sealed, shed- ype stores 
in a few days (Banks and Annrs 1984b). Struc- 
tures that are tall and narrow send to have less 
effectwe convection currents than squat struc- 
tures, and adequate distribution may lakc 
weeks In extreme cases, the gas is lost bv sorp- 
tion and leakage before adequate distribut~on 
can he achieved. Where internal convecrion 

Time (days)  

Fig. 7. A v e c ~ g e  concentrations of phosphine achieved in a hunker of wtreat (m) 
dosed at 0.78 g / t  compared with ohservarions from d l c  two windward corners 
(0, n where air ingress ssnccurrecl (data from sank5 and  Sdcka 1981) 



.,,,renrs :we linked with leakage caused by the 
c.lllmney effect, there may be no  dispersion of 
pl,i,sphine in ~ i l r  direction. Conway 
:lncl $~ol~iucldin (19H1) and 13anks ( 1977) dem- 
c,nstratecl rhe chimney effect 1,)- creating a band 

phosphine in the centre of :{ wheat bulk in a 
.silo Ixn. In the former case, where the gratn 
,,:1.~ cooler than the environment, the gas 
rle..;cende~l ancl was lost h,: leakage. In the 
I:ltcer case, with warmer grain, i t  rose. No signif- 
ic:,nt internal movement occurred in the oppo-  
site clirection in either case. 

Ships' holds are especially difficult to Fumi- 
g;tre eFFectively by a surface-appl~cation method 
ittithout forced distribution (Leesch et rl I .  1986 I 
:IS the convection currents that rniglit orhemrise 
clistribute gas are weak; the colder gases are 
I7eIow the warmer ones  in holds ancl so there is 
little driving force for convection. It should 
soon be possible to predict this type o f  behavi- 
our in detail, given temperature data o n  the 
grain bulk ancl sirrroundings. 

restrictecl to clescription of movement of 
unsorhed funligants in two-d~mensional, regu- 
larly shaped enclosures with consrant tempera- 
ture walls or  ones  c~ndergoing a step change in 
tenlperatilre (Nguyen 1986). Leakage was not 
incluciecl. The n~odels have not yer reached the 
Ievel of development where predictions of 
behaviour of Fumigants can be made tor real 
three-diniensional systems with fumiganrs 
:1ffecrec1 bv sorption. 

Forced distribution 

Aeration systems that force air through g n i n  
are well known. The rate of air Flow under 
pressitre through particular grains is described 
by the the Hiikill coefficienrs as outlined by 
Hunter (1983). This equation i~nderlies the van- 
o u s  mathem:~tical n~ode l s  that are avail;rble rc) 
cdculate air flows for various arrangernenrs of 
cluct work and storage design.' These models 
deal with discrete air fronts without dispersion, 
and d o  not include Fumigant sorptronl 
desorpcion p h e n o m ~ n r ~  However, rhcre is a 

The mathematical rrearmenr of natur:ll con- 
vection in g n i n  is cnrnpIes 2nd h:~s been 

Running t ime (h) 

Fig. 8. Erll in oxygen content in a flat-bottomed 2000 t bin of wheat. diameter 
15.9 m, at various points in the bin when purged from the base at 100 m3/hour 
with c 0.5% 0, in 12":3 CO,, halance inert .pses (H.J. Banks. unpuhlishecl d3ta). 
Position of sampling p i n t <  on bin centre l ine at heights ahovc Imse as  rn~irkecl. 



numerical model of the coupled heat and mois- 
ture transfer occurring dur~ng aeration that 
includes dispersive effects (Wilson 1788). Inclu- 
sion, at least theoreticallv, of fumigant effects 
into this model should be possible, though the 
relevant controlling parameter values mzy not 
yet be available. 

Jn practice, gases under forced flow, such as 
during addition of controlled atmospheres, tra- 
verse a p i n  bulk in the mode known as 'dis- 
perse plug flow', wirh the initially sharp 
boundary between the  existing interstitial 
atmosphere and introduced gas becoming more 
diffuse as the front proceeds. Fig. 8 shows the 
sigmoid concentration profile typical of such a 
front. Presumably, similar effects occur when 
fu~nigants are force disrributed and mathemati- 
cal modeIs of the pmcess should include a 
description OF this dispersion. 

Conclusion 

This paper has given a brief overview of 
where we stand as regards understanding of 
gas behaviour in fumigation and CA ancl an  
indication of where we oughr to be. The size 
and complexity of problems that need to be 
overcome, and the difficulty of their analysis, 
should not deter investigation, as the objective 
is worthwhile: rational and optimal use of CA 
and h~nligation. However, a good strategy is 
required to attack it successfullv. I believe that 
careful coordination IS required between 
researchers involved in measurement and 
model development and persons who can 
gather data from full-scale ueatments. Without 
this, models will be produced that do  not 
reflect reality and much effort will be expended 
in unnecessary measurement. 
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